News of Interest for and from the Connecticut Association of Home Inspectors, Inc.

President’s Corner
We are pleased and excited to announce that the new CAHI website will be going live
very soon! There are many improvements with this site including an enhanced “Find
an Inspector” page, which is more searchable and dynamic than our previous site.
We hope this will be something our members are proud to refer to and increase
members overall business. Another feature is a secure ordering system. This site
promises to be more user-friendly and dynamic for consumers, members, and nonmembers.
And, if you have been wondering why you haven’t received your membership renewal
notice. We decided to wait until the site is live because it promises to make the process
much smoother for everyone involved. In fact all transactions will now be handled via our
website with no need to write any checks to CAHI. We have teamed up with one of the
largest credit/debit card processors to ensure that our members are able to pay for membership, renewals, and events in a safe and secure processing environment.
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Since the website will be launching very shortly we have decided to postpone the membership renewal deadline to July 31, 2012. That gives every member a free month of
membership. Just one more reason CAHI is worth the investment. When the website launches you will receive an email with renewal instructions. We promise that you’ll
be impressed by the hard work your board of directors have completed on the new face
of CAHI.

June 27

We are also looking into another exciting and informative outing and plan to arrange another bus trip. We received such positive feedback from our last trip; we have decided to
do it again. The trip will most likely occur in the fall so remember to plan your schedule
accordingly so you can attend.

July 25

On a final note, CAHI is always evolving and has been increasing its membership since
its inception. We lost some members along the way due to retirement, housing market
collapse and members deciding to pursue other careers. We are always looking for ways
to improve as whole and look to your support in the upcoming months. The board cannot
do it alone and we ask for your input and suggestions to makes us one of the best organizations around.
It is those who take the extra effort to contribute to making organizations, like ours, one of
excellence and pristine reputation. Our volunteers will reap the rewards of a having left
something better than they found it and looking back with pride. We value your insight,
experience and skills, don’t hesitate to volunteer your time and contribute to your craft
with pride.

Meeting Dates
Residential Wall Systems/
Building Envelope
Justin Farnsworth, Market Manager from DuPont
Tyvek.
EIFS Installation and Inspection
Daniel Canova Sr. of Sto
Regular Meeting Location: (otherwise
noted)

Holiday Inn
201 Washington Ave.
North Haven, CT. (203) 239-6700

Scott Monforte
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10 Easy Ways to Save Energy in Your Home
Most people don’t know how easy it is to make their homes run on less energy. Drastic reductions in heating, cooling
and electricity costs can be accomplished through very simple changes, most of which homeowners can do themselves. Of course, for homeowners who want to take advantage of the most up-to-date knowledge and systems in
home energy efficiency, energy auditors can perform in-depth testing to find the best energy solutions for your particular home.
Why make your home more energy efficient? Here are a few good reasons:







Federal, state, utility and local jurisdictions' financial incentives, such as tax breaks, are very advantageous for
homeowners in most parts of the U.S.
It saves money. It costs less to power a home that has been converted to be more energy-efficient.
It increases the comfort level indoors.
It reduces our impact on climate change. Many scientists now believe that excessive energy consumption contributes significantly to global warming.
It reduces pollution. Conventional power production introduces pollutants that find their way into the air, soil and
water supplies.

1. Find better ways to heat and cool your house.
As much as half of the energy used in homes goes toward heating and cooling. The following are a few ways that
energy bills can be reduced through adjustments to the heating and cooling systems:









Install a ceiling fan. Ceiling fans can be used in place of air conditioners, which require a large amount of energy.
Periodically replace air filters in air conditioners and heaters.
Set thermostats to an appropriate temperature. Specifically, they should be turned down at night and when no
one is home. In most homes, about 2% of the heating bill will be saved for each degree that the thermostat is lowered for at least eight hours each day. Turning down the thermostat from 75° F to 70° F, for example, saves about
10% on heating costs.
Install a programmable thermostat. A programmable thermostat saves money by allowing heating and cooling
appliances to be automatically turned down during times that no one is home and at night. Programmable thermostats contain no mercury and, in some climate zones, can save up to $150 per year in energy costs.
Install a wood stove or a pellet stove. These are more efficient sources of heat than furnaces.
At night, curtains drawn over windows will better insulate the room.

2. Install a tankless water heater.
Demand-type water heaters (tankless or instantaneous) provide hot water only as it is needed. They don't produce
the standby energy losses associated with traditional storage water heaters, which will save on energy
costs. Tankless water heaters heat water directly without the use of a storage tank. When a hot water tap is turned
on, cold water travels through a pipe into the unit. A gas burner or an electric element heats the water. As a result,
demand water heaters deliver a constant supply of hot water. You don't need to wait for a storage tank to fill up with
enough hot water.
3. Replace incandescent lights.
The average household dedicates 11% of its energy budget to lighting. Traditional incandescent lights convert approximately only 10% of the energy they consume into light, while the rest becomes heat. The use of new lighting
technologies, such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs), can reduce the energy
use required by lighting by 50% to 75%. Advances in lighting controls offer further energy savings by reducing the
amount of time that lights are on but not being used. Here are some facts about CFLs and LEDs:
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CFLs use 75% less energy and last about 10 times longer than traditional incandescent bulbs.
LEDs last even longer than CFLs and consume less energy.
LEDs have no moving parts and, unlike CFLs, they contain no mercury.

4. Seal and insulate your home.
Sealing and insulating your home is one of the most cost-effective ways to make a home more comfortable and energy-efficient, and you can do it yourself. A tightly sealed home can improve comfort and indoor air quality while reducing utility bills. An energy auditor can assess leakage in the building envelope and recommend fixes that will dramatically increase comfort and energy savings.
The following are some common places where leakage may occur:












electrical receptacles/outlets;
mail slots;
around pipes and wires;
wall- or window-mounted air conditioners;
attic hatches;
fireplace dampers;
inadequate weather-stripping around doors;
baseboards;
window frames; and
switch plates.

Because hot air rises, air leaks are most likely to occur in the attic. Homeowners can perform a variety of repairs and
maintenance to their attics that save them money on cooling and heating, such as:






Plug the large holes. Locations in the attic where leakage is most likely to be the greatest are where walls meet
the attic floor, behind and under attic knee walls, and in dropped-ceiling areas.
Seal the small holes. You can easily do this by looking for areas where the insulation is darkened. Darkened insulation is a result of dusty interior air being filtered by insulation before leaking through small holes in the building envelope. In cold weather, you may see frosty areas in the insulation caused by warm, moist air condensing
and then freezing as it hits the cold attic air. In warmer weather, you’ll find water staining in these same areas.
Use expanding foam or caulk to seal the openings around plumbing vent pipes and electrical wires. Cover the
areas with insulation after the caulk is dry.
Seal up the attic access panel with weather-stripping. You can cut a piece of fiberglass or rigid foam board insulation in the same size as the attic hatch and glue it to the back of the attic access panel. If you have pull-down
attic stairs or an attic door, these should be sealed in a similar manner.

5. Install efficient showerheads and toilets.
The following systems can be installed to conserve water usage in homes:






low-flow showerheads. They are available in different flow rates, and some have a pause button which shuts off
the water while the bather lathers up;
low-flow toilets. Toilets consume 30% to 40% of the total water used in homes, making them the biggest water
users. Replacing an older 3.5-gallon toilet with a modern, low-flow 1.6-gallon toilet can reduce usage an average
of 2 gallons-per-flush (GPF), saving 12,000 gallons of water per year. Low-flow toilets usually have "1.6 GPF"
marked on the bowl behind the seat or inside the tank;
vacuum-assist toilets. This type of toilet has a vacuum chamber that uses a siphon action to suck air from the
trap beneath the bowl, allowing it to quickly fill with water to clear waste. Vacuum-assist toilets are relatively quiet;
and
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dual-flush toilets. Dual-flush toilets have been used in Europe and Australia for years and are now gaining in popularity in the U.S. Dual-flush toilets let you choose between a 1-gallon (or less) flush for liquid waste, and a 1.6gallon flush for solid waste. Dual-flush 1.6-GPF toilets reduce water consumption by an additional 30%.

6. Use appliances and electronics responsibly.
Appliances and electronics account for about 20% of household energy bills in a typical U.S. home. The following are
tips that will reduce the required energy of electronics and appliances:








Refrigerators and freezers should not be located near the stove, dishwasher or heat vents, or exposed to direct
sunlight. Exposure to warm areas will force them to use more energy to remain cool.
Computers should be shut off when not in use. If unattended computers must be left on, their monitors should be
shut off. According to some studies, computers account for approximately 3% of all energy consumption in the
United States.
Use efficient ENERGY STAR-rated appliances and electronics. These devices, approved by the U.S. Department
of Energy and the Environmental Protection Agency’s ENERGY STAR Program, include TVs, home theater systems, DVD players, CD players, receivers, speakers, and more. According to the EPA, if just 10% of homes used
energy-efficient appliances, it would reduce carbon emissions by the equivalent of 1.7 million acres of trees.
Chargers, such as those used for laptops and cell phones, consume energy when they are plugged in. When
they are not connected to electronics, chargers should be unplugged.
Laptop computers consume considerably less electricity than desktop computers.

7. Install day lighting as an alternative to electrical lighting.
Day lighting is the practice of using natural light to illuminate the home's interior. It can be achieved using the following approaches:






skylights. It’s important that they be double-pane or they may not be cost-effective. Flashing skylights correctly is
key to avoiding leaks;
light shelves. Light shelves are passive devices designed to bounce light deep into a building. They may be interior or exterior. Light shelves can introduce light into a space up to 2½ times the distance from the floor to the top
of the window, and advanced light shelves may introduce four times that amount;
clerestory windows. Clerestory windows are short, wide windows set high on the wall. Protected from the summer sun by the roof overhang, they allow winter sun to shine through for natural lighting and warmth; and
light tubes. Light tubes use a special lens designed to amplify low-level light and reduce light intensity from the
midday sun. Sunlight is channeled through a tube coated with a highly reflective material, and then enters the
living space through a diffuser designed to distribute light evenly.

8. Insulate windows and doors.
About one-third of the home's total heat loss usually occurs through windows and doors. The following are ways to
reduce energy lost through windows and doors:






Seal all window edges and cracks with rope caulk. This is the cheapest and simplest option.
Windows can be weather-stripped with a special lining that is inserted between the window and the frame. For
doors, apply weather-stripping around the whole perimeter to ensure a tight seal when they're closed. Install
quality door sweeps on the bottom of the doors, if they aren't already in place.
Install storm windows at windows with only single panes. A removable glass frame can be installed over an existing window.
If existing windows have rotted or damaged wood, cracked glass, missing putty, poorly fitting sashes, or locks
that don't work, they should be repaired or replaced.
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9. Cook smart.
An enormous amount of energy is wasted while cooking. The following recommendations and statistics illustrate less
wasteful ways of cooking:








Convection ovens are more efficient that conventional ovens. They use fans to force hot air to circulate more
evenly, thereby allowing food to be cooked at a lower temperature. Convection ovens use approximately 20%
less electricity than conventional ovens.
Microwave ovens consume approximately 80% less energy than conventional ovens.
Pans should be placed on the matching size heating element or flame.
Using lids on pots and pans will heat food more quickly than cooking in uncovered pots and pans.
Pressure cookers reduce cooking time dramatically.
When using conventional ovens, food should be placed on the top rack. The top rack is hotter and will cook food
faster.

10. Change the way you do laundry.







Do not use the medium setting on your washer. Wait until you have a full load of clothes, as the medium setting saves less than half of the water and energy used for a full load.
Avoid using high-temperature settings when clothes are not very soiled. Water that is 140° F uses far more energy than 103° F for the warm-water setting, but 140° F isn’t that much more effective for getting clothes clean.
Clean the lint trap every time before you use the dryer. Not only is excess lint a fire hazard, but it will prolong the
amount of time required for your clothes to dry.
If possible, air-dry your clothes on lines and racks.
Spin-dry or wring clothes out before putting them into a dryer.
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Aluminum Siding Inspection
Aluminum siding is generally in decline as an exterior cladding material because vinyl siding and other materials have become
more popular choices. However, it is still among the most common forms of siding found today. It provided many advantages
over other materials when it was introduced in the 1940s. It was installed on many affordable homes through the 1970s.
Inspectors will encounter aluminum siding on many home exteriors and can
benefit from knowing more about this common form of exterior cladding. Homeowners may be interested in the drawbacks of this material, as well as some of
the advantages it still provides in certain situations today.
History and Manufacturing
Aluminum siding is made from aluminum coil stock, which is chemically coated
to protect the metal and then painted for further protection, as well as aesthetics. After coating, the siding is baked for durability, with enamel often added to
create desired textures.
One of the earliest architectural uses of aluminum came in the 1920s when it
was used to produce ornamental spandrel panels for the Chrysler Building and
the Empire State Building in New York City. By the 1940s, aluminum siding
was being produced for use on residential structures, and quickly became popular due to the advantages it provided over other materials in use at the time. A
Pennsylvania subdivision built in 1947 was reportedly the first housing project to use solely aluminum siding.
Its popularity remained fairly steady until the 1970s, during the energy crisis. Aluminum siding requires a great deal of energy for
production, as well as consumption of a significant amount of raw materials. These factors largely contributed to its decline in
use as other forms of exterior cladding became more popular.
Pros and Cons
Although aluminum siding is seeing less use these days, it possesses some attributes that may be seen as advantageous over
other materials in certain situations. There are also some areas where aluminum siding doesn’t stack up quite as well as other
options. Here are some pros and cons to consider with aluminum siding.
Advantages











Aluminum siding is very lightweight.
It is fairly durable. When properly maintained, it can last from 40 years to the life
of the structure.
It accepts the application of paint well and can be painted any desired color.
Aluminum siding does not rust.
It is fireproof. In case of fire, it will not burn or melt like other claddings.
It is waterproof. When properly installed, it provides excellent water-resistant
capabilities for exterior walls.
Since aluminum siding contains no organic material, it will not rot or serve as a
source of food for termites.
An enamel coating baked onto the surface of the siding can mimic the look of
other materials, such as wood grain, which gives the siding a more traditional
look.
Aluminum siding is recyclable.
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Disadvantages









Aluminum siding can dent easily, and the damaged area may be difficult to repair or replace. Many siding manufacturers
offer a thin backing board of insulation that fits behind each panel. This backing can help protect against dents.
Although the siding takes the application of paint well, it may need to be repainted every five to 10 years. If any oxidization
has occurred, it must be removed before new paint is applied, which can make for a labor-intensive process. In general,
repainting aluminum siding requires preparation similar to repainting a car.
Scratches in the siding will usually be immediately noticeable and unsightly because they can reveal the metal surface below the paint.
Although aluminum will not rust because it contains no iron, as opposed to steel siding, it can corrode. It can also be
stained by the rust on adjacent materials.
The sound of rain and hail striking it can be loud enough that some people avoid using it for this reason alone.
Aluminum siding has gone out of style aesthetically, and is generally considered less desirable than both more traditional
and newer, modern forms of exterior cladding.
The production of aluminum siding requires a large amount of energy and raw materials.

Inspection Tips
Here are some things that inspectors can keep in mind while examining exterior walls clad in aluminum siding:








Since metal siding can conduct electricity, some jurisdictions require that the siding be grounded as a safety measure. Inspectors can check with the local authority having jurisdiction (AHJ) to find out if grounding is a requirement.
Aluminum siding can be distinguished from vinyl siding by visual inspection. Any dents in the siding are a clue that it is aluminum, as opposed to vinyl, which may show cracks or breaks.
Lightly tapping on the siding can also help determine what the material is. Aluminum has a slightly hollow and metallic
sound when struck.
Distinguishing between aluminum and steel siding can be more difficult and may require the use of a magnet, which will interact with steel but not aluminum. Rust spots are another sign that the siding is steel.
Properly installed aluminum siding should not be in contact with the ground. The AHJ can be consulted for the minimum
required clearance.
If the siding has been installed in contact with the ground or below ground level, outward bulging at the bottom can be an
indication that the building sills and/or lower walls have been damaged by rot or pests.
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Remodeling is a Poor Investment
Strategy
Remodeling can dramatically increase the quality of life for building occupants, but if you are considering a remodel strictly as an
investment, think twice about it.
Remodeling is rarely a sound monetary investment.
According to a report published by Remodeling Magazine, most remodeling projects add only 60% to 80% of their cost to the
home, and no projects, on average, yield any positive return. Home upgrades are thus more accurately described as consumer
spending than as true investments, which ordinarily have a decent chance of seeing some kind of profit.
As the report deals only with averages, it is still possible for individual remodeling projects to yield positive returns. A wooden
deck added to a mid-range house on the Pacific coast, for instance, will add more value than the construction costs nearly half of
the time. Even the most wasteful of the projects analyzed by the study, such as the addition of a sunroom or a backup power
generator, are bound to reap a profit in rare instances. Also, remodeling projects are more likely to be profitable in houses that
are inexpensive for their neighborhood. But, by and large, remodeling projects should be undertaken to improve quality of life for
household occupants, not strictly as monetary investments. While you will lose more than a third of what you put into a family
room addition, for instance, maybe your family will enjoy the addition enough to more than counter its expense.
Remodeling is also a cheap alternative to house-swapping, which can cost 10% of your current house's value to real estate commissions, moving costs, and selling expenses. If your home update would cost less than the costs accrued by house-swapping,
or if you can’t live outside your current neighborhood, the remodeling project might be worthwhile. If you do choose to remodel
your house, as always, have the project inspected by an inspector.
Source: Remodeling Magazine, 2008
Project

% of Cost Recouped in Resale

deck addition

81.8%

minor kitchen remodel

79.5%

bathroom remodel

70.7%

master suite addition

66%

home office addition

54.6%

Remodeling Mistakes
If you are committed to remodeling in order to add resale value to your home, avoid the following mistakes:






upgrading your house in any way that will make it bigger or fancier than most others in your neighborhood, as such remodels
are unlikely to add much value;
adding pools or spas, as they repel as many buyers as they attract, in most markets. These upgrades often require maintenance that buyers don’t want to hassle with, and they pose a drowning risk to young children. Ask your InterNACHI inspector
during your next inspection about remodeling projects that prospective buyers may find dangerous.
indulging in your personal tastes rather than aiming to please prospective buyers. Bold statements, such as brightly colored
appliances, will repel many buyers.
trusting TV shows that are based on the premise that remodeling is a true monetary investment. These shows are successful
if people watch them, not if their claims are based in reality. Buying anything at retail cost and hoping to resell it at a profit –
especially in the future, when the item or project has become dated – is rarely a winning financial strategy.
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Low-Cost Alternatives to Remodeling
Real estate agents often recommend the following fixes, as
they are likely to return more than their cost:












Refurbish rather than replace. Refinishing or re-facing
cabinets is usually less expensive than it costs to replace
them. Re-glaze sinks and tubs to extend their lives and
avoid the high price of replacing them.
Rethink how you use space. While adding floor space
may seem like a reasonable way to deal with a space
crunch, you can probably achieve the same result by
ditching the clutter. An off-site storage unit can be used to
free up space in your house.
Re-purpose a room. Never use the guest bedroom? Maybe you can turn it into an office or a dining room instead.
Paint. Paint can transform the look of a room or house,
and it is inexpensive and relatively easy to apply. Hire a
professional or do it yourself.
Brighten the house by removing heavy curtains, washing
windows, and trimming back branches and bushes that
cover windows.
Deep-clean. Scour your house from top to bottom.
Clean up landscaping. Trim bushes and hedges, rake
leaves, clear downed branches, plant flowers and replace
mulch.
Use staging techniques. Rearrange furniture and décor to highlight the positive aspects of the room and create an inviting
space. While you can do this one your own, professional staging services are contracted to tweak color and furniture to create an emotional appeal. Consider that a large segment of prospective home buyers will preview homes on the Internet, and
staging can dramatically enhance a first impression.

In summary, remodeling is often a bad investment strategy, and inexpensive alternatives may achieve the same end.
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Rust Inspection and Prevention
Rusting describes the process of the corrosion of iron and its alloy, steel. Inspectors, homeowners and commercial property
owners should understand how rust forms and how to prevent it. Rust is more than a cosmetic issue; it can lead to serious
structural deterioration.
Rust Formation
Rusting is a common form of corrosion – an electrochemical process leading to the disintegration of
a material into its constituent atoms – a category
that also includes galvanic corrosion, pitting corrosion, and crevice corrosion. Rust usually appears
as a red, brown or orange flaking or pitting of the
metal surface.
Rust is formed when oxygen comes into sustained
contact with iron in a process called oxidation. Oxygen is delivered to the metal from water, either
from liquid water or water vapor. Carbon dioxide in
the air combines with water to form a weak carbonic acid, dissolving the water into its component
parts – hydrogen and oxygen – as well as causing
some of the iron to dissolve. The free oxygen
bonds with the dissolved iron to form iron oxide or
rust. Oxidation catalysts, such as saltwater and air,
acids and acid rain, soils, and airborne sulfur compounds, will accelerate rust formation. Rust formation is also encouraged by
architectural crevices that trap liquids. Once rust forms, its porous surface will trap additional liquids and lead to further corrosion.
Identifying Metals that Can Rust
It may be helpful for inspectors and homeowners to have some rudimentary knowledge about how to differentiate metals that
can rust from metals that cannot rust. Iron and steel (including galvanized steel and stainless steel) are magnetic, while aluminum, copper, zinc, brass and silver are not magnetic. Tin is also magnetic, but its use in building construction is uncommon. Iron
is typically dark in color. Galvanized steel has a dull appearance, while stainless steel is shiny and bright. Copper, which is commonly used in household wiring, has a bright, reddish color, although it can turn green when exposed to air. Aluminum, a building material commonly used in siding, is silver-colored and shiny. Professionals can perform further tests by exposing the metal
to acids, or by measuring the size and color of the sparks produced when the metal is carved.
Other Facts and Figures






The only metals that can rust are iron and alloys that contain iron, such as steel. Other metals may become corroded but
they do not technically rust. For example, the corrosion of copper and its alloys, bronze and brass, produces a green layer
called patina or verdigris.
Prime rust conditions occur when iron is regularly exposed to saltwater and humid air. Iron is relatively unaffected by nonsaltwater or dry air.
In 1998, rust caused an estimated $276 billion in damages, or 3.2% of the U.S. Gross National Product, according to the
U.S. Federal Highway Administration.
The neurotoxin that causes tetanus, a disease associated with rust, is the second most deadly known neurotoxin (after Botox®). One gram of tetanospasmin can kill 6,000,000 average-size men, making it approximately 1,600,000 times more potent than King Cobra venom.

The Connection between Tetanus and Rust
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Tetanus is a potentially lethal medical condition characterized by muscle spasms, difficulty swallowing, and fever. Spores of the
bacteria that cause tetanus – Clostridium tetani – lie waiting in ordinary soil, which can become easily trapped in the rough surface of rust. A dirty protruding nail or barbed wire serves as a vehicle for the bacteria to enter the body, where the spores within
the dirt become activated by the lack of oxygen (as do all anaerobic bacteria) and quickly begin producing a potent neurotoxin
called tetanospasm.
While rust is associated with tetanus, fears surrounding cuts from rusty metal are exaggerated for the following reasons:




Tetanus is extremely rare, amounting to an incidence of 0.15 cases per 1,000,000 people in the U.S., according to the Centers for Disease Control. This rarity is largely accounted for by tetanus immunization shots. However, people who have not
received recent vaccinations, such as older adults, are at increased risk for tetanus.
The Clostridium tetani bacteria may be found on any objects exposed to soil, including metal objects that lack any rust. Even
non-metal objects can transmit Clostridium tetani. A study of canine tetanus revealed that a large number of cases originated from cuts caused by sharp spikelets of grass known as foxtails. Any cuts caused by an object made dirty by soil, regardless of whether it is rusted or even metal, should be treated as a potential source of Clostridium tetani.

Rust in Buildings
Rust has considerably less mechanical strength than its originating metal and it will not adhere but will gradually flake off, weakening the structure. It also has a greater volume than iron, and its buildup will force apart adjacent parts, a phenomenon called
“rust-smacking.” Through this process, rust can make a structure more vulnerable to collapse from weather, impact, or even
gravity. The Kinzua Bridge in Pennsylvania collapsed in 2003 due to rust smacking when its central base bolts, which held the
structure to the ground, simply rusted away.
Inspectors should be on the lookout for rust damage in the following locations:
 concrete-encased steel. Concrete is used to protect reinforcing steel bars from environmental moisture, but the metal will
rust where mechanical damage has removed a small piece of concrete and exposed the underlying rebar. Even where the concrete is intact, moisture can penetrate concrete through microscopic stress fractures. As the iron turns to rust, the expanding volume forces the adjacent layer of concrete to fall away, which exposes more metal to moisture, rusting and destructive expansion.
If this situation is not detected and remedied, the deterioration will persist and cause serious structural problems. Manufacturing
defects that increase the likelihood of moisture penetration include insufficient cover (less than 1-1/2 inches of concrete), insufficient air bubbles to trap moisture, cement that was mixed with too much water, and inadequate time allowed for the concrete to
cure before loads were applied.
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 water pipes. Tap water that is brown, red, orange or yellow indicates rusted water pipes, especially older, unlined cast-iron
pipes. While rusty water itself is not a serious health hazard, rusting water
pipes may eventually leak and cause structural damage. The corrosion may
be occurring within the home’s plumbing system (indicated by discoloration
of hot water, discoloration at only one or several faucets, or if the water
clears after it has run for several minutes), or at the water main (indicated by
discoloration of the cold water, discoloration at all of the water faucets, or if
the water does not clear after it has run for several minutes). Further assessment should be conducted by a qualified plumber;
 roofs. Roofs are exposed to snow and rain, and unprotected roofs that
are made from steel are prone to rust. The rust should be scraped off before
paint or a rust-resistant sealant is applied. Many rust-damaged metal roofs
have been painted over without repair, leading to moisture intrusion into the
house. Rust stains can also be found on non-metal roofs where rainwater
has washed rust from metal roof components, such as chimneys, flashing
and antenna mounts. Inspect these items for rust damage. If the stain is, in
fact, rust, and not algae, mold, moss or soot from the chimney, inspect nearby
metal components for rust damage;
 chimneys. Decaying leaves and pine needles create an acidic solution that
will eat away at the galvanized coating on metal chimney covers, leaving them
exposed to rusting from rain and melting ice and snow. The weakened metal
will permit the entry of water inside the chimney, causing further rusting. This
condition is less common in newer stainless steel chimneys, which are better
suited for rust prevention, as well as chimney covers that slope in a way that
prevents water from pooling.
 fuel oil tanks. Most fuel oil tanks are made from steel and are thus vulnerable to rust, which can damage the tank and cause the oil to leak. Leaked fuel
oil is an environmental pollutant and fire hazard. Oil can also damage building
materials. Rain and snow will endanger above-ground tanks, while groundwater will endanger buried tanks. While the presence of rust does not conclusively mean that the tank is unsafe, check for visible leaks, an oily smell, or dying vegetation above buried tanks.
 fences. Steel fences are highly susceptible to rust because they
are exposed to rain and snow and their maintenance is often neglected
by homeowners.
 nails. Nails that are not stainless steel or galvanized (or if the galvanized coating has been sanded away or eroded) will rust when exposed to water or humid air. The rusting of nails within wood indicates
that the wood is moist or high in tannic acid, which will react with ordinary steel to produce black rust stains. Aside from their aforementioned
association with tetanus, rusted nails will not provide adequate support,
which increases the chance of collapse of the structure they’re nailed
into; and
 electrical panels. A rusted electrical panel is a serious issue because rust indicates the presence of moisture, which can disrupt power
flow, cause heat buildup and lead to a fire, or cause electrocution.
Moisture may have entered the panel through worn, frayed, fabriccovered service entrance cables, from the connector at the top of the
electrical meter, or the opening where the cable passes through the
building wall. Check for rusting on steel service panel components,
screw connectors, the wiring connection, and the connection between
the service entrance cable to the main breakers. A rusty electrical panel should be inspected by a qualified electrician.
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Rust Prevention Techniques
The following techniques may be used to enhance corrosion resistance in iron and steel:













Bluing is a technique that changes iron’s atomic structure from Fe into Fe 3O4, which is more corrosion-resistant than iron.
Galvanized steel is steel that has been coated with a layer of zinc (or cadmium for saltwater applications) to provide resistance against rusting. However, this layer can wear away, typically at seams and joints or where the layer has been
pierced.
Stainless steel is another rust-resistant material. The chromium in stainless steel serves the same purpose as zinc in galvanized steel, except the chromium is mixed throughout the metal, rather than as a coating. As a result, the chromium cannot
be worn away, making stainless steel comparatively more corrosion-resistant than galvanized steel.
Coatings and paint can form a barrier between iron or steel and environmental moisture. Slushing oil is a common waxbased product applied to metal to minimize corrosion. Concrete and other alkaline coatings will slow down the rusting process.
Cathodic protection is a technique used to prevent rusting and is often used in concrete-encased steel and storage tanks by
supplying an electrical charge that suppresses the electro-chemical reaction that causes rusting. A sacrificial anode that can
be more easily corroded – commonly made of zinc, aluminum or magnesium – is attached, making the steel or iron act as
the cathode in the electrochemical reaction.
Weathered steel, also known as COR-TEN® or Corten® steel, is steel that has been altered to gradually develop a rustresistant coating in response to the effects of weather. Ironically, the coating resembles rust and is used in building facades
to convey a rustic appearance. One downside of its use is that older weathered-steel formulations can stain nearby sidewalks and buildings where rainwater has drained from the steel, although manufacturers have since remedied this defect.
Rusting is slowed significantly when the relative humidity is brought below 50%, which may be accomplished through the
use of a dehumidifier or silica desiccant, or by other means. Also, increasing the metal’s surface temperature can control
condensation.
Saltwater is a better electrolyte than non-saltwater, as the presence of salt will accelerate the rusting process. Houses in
coastal areas or near roads salted by snowplows are at heightened risk. Homeowners should scrub salt-laden water spray
from their homes.
Keep the metal surfaces clean. Common hydroscopic contaminants, such as zinc chloride and sodium nitrate, will suck
moisture from the air and trap it on the metal surface to accelerate rusting. Metal surfaces should be periodically cleaned of
accumulated dirt and other debris.

Rust Removal Techniques
Homeowners should follow the aforementioned rust prevention techniques because rust can be very difficult to remove once it
has formed. Rust removal techniques do exist, however, and Inspectors may recommend the following methods to clients in situations where their implementation is cost- and labor-effective:






Mechanical scraping is scraping by hand using a wire brush. This is the most common and least expensive way to remove
rust. Paints or rust-inhibitive primers may then be applied to protect the metal surface against future corrosion.
Low-pressure sand-blasting uses high-velocity sand, iron slag or copper to remove rust and other debris. Pressure should
not be so high as to damage the metal surface. Surrounding materials should be protected against damage. Wet sandblasting is not recommended because it can penetrate joints and cause instantaneous rusting.
Rust can be dissolved from iron and steel components by submerging them in vats of phosphoric, sulfuric, hydrochloric or
oxalic acid. Larger or permanently installed metal cannot be treated in this way because items must first be removed and
transported to a shop.
Rust can be powdered or flaked off by flame cleaning, which involves the use of an intensely hot oxyacetylene torch. While
effective, this method is dangerous, expensive, and must be performed by skilled operators.

In summary, rust is the product of an electrochemical reaction between carbon dioxide, oxygen and iron. A variety of rust prevention techniques are available to prevent unsightly rust from developing and damaging building components. Inspectors can
educate their clients on how to identify metal components that are at risk, how to prevent rust from forming, and how to address
the damage caused by rust.
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